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This season the colour of justice is pink. The entire floor of Film city had turned the beautiful hue
of pink to celebrate the success of the Gulaab Gang Trailer Launch
( A record 2 million plus
hits in just a week), with an added Benarasi touch for the grand occasion!!!

The gala evening started with a mesmerizing performance by Ace choreographer Saroj Khan's
dancers who danced to the song Dheemi Dheemi from the film. At the end of the serenade,
making a dashing entry were Madhuri Dixit Nene and Juhi Chawla who came onto the stage
hand in hand much to the roar of the audience present!!!

Cinema history was witnessed by mediapersons and audiences present as Madhuri Dixit Nene
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and Juhi Chawla made a lovely sight, the two biggest movie icons sharing the same stage to
celebrate the successful trailer launch of a movie that is socially relevant in today's times.

The entire cast and crew of Gulaab Gang were present on stage to interact with the media and
share wonderful moments from their experiences together: Producer Anubhav Sinha, Director
Soumik Sen, Madhuri Dixit Nene, Juhi Chawla, Co-Producer Mushtaq, Co-Actresses Divya
Jagdale, Priyanka Bose, Tannishtha Chatterjee and adding a most special touch: Saroj Khan!!

What made the entire evening special was the extra effort by the production who gave a
Benarasi touch in the decorations and food, with special Benerasi chefs flown all the way down
for authentic cuisine!

The mediapersons were also tied pink turbans upon their entry to the event!

All in all, it was a night to remember! We hope with the success of the trailer, the ALL - WOMAN
film brings about tremendous appreciation as well!

Based on women empowerment, 'GULAAB GANG' stars two icons of Indian Cinema starring
together for the very 1st time: Madhuri Dixit Nene and Juhi Chawla under the direction of
Soumik Sen.

Produced By Anubhav Sinha, Presented and Co-Produced by Sahara Movie Studios and
Bharat Shah, GULAAB GANG releases on 7th March 2014
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